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Match Mine: Mathematics4

Mathematics Standards
Games Categorised by

The standards presented here and throughout this book are  
adapted from the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
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Match Mine: Mathematics 5

Communication 

All Match Mine games develop mathematical thinking and communication. 
Instructional programs from prep to year twelve should enable all students to:
•  organise and consolidate their mathematical thinking through communication.
•  communicate their mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers, teachers and others.
•  analyse and evaluate the mathematical thinking and strategies of others.
•  use the language of mathematics to express mathematical ideas precisely.
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Match Mine: Mathematics6

Match Mine
Partners, on opposite sides of a barrier, 

must communicate with precision so the Receiver 
can match the Sender’s arrangement of game 

pieces on a game board.

How to Play

Students pair up. Partners sit on 
opposite sides of a barrier so they 
can’t see each other’s game board. 
They each have an identical game 
board and identical game pieces. One 
student is the “Sender” and the other is 
the “Receiver”. To start, the Sender first 
lays out all of his/her game pieces on 
the game board in any arrangement 
without talking to the Receiver. The 
Sender cannot move the game pieces 
once they are all set in place. The 

object of the game is for the Sender 
and Receiver to communicate clearly 
so the Receiver can perfectly match 
the Sender’s arrangement. To make 
a match, the Sender describes his/
her arrangement by explaining the 
location of each game piece. The 
Receiver listens carefully and follows 
the Sender’s directions. On the following 
pages, you will find detailed instructions 
and game variations.

Sender Receiver
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Match Mine: Mathematics 7

1. Sender  
Creates Arrangement
The Sender arranges his/her game 
pieces on his/her game board while 
the Receiver waits quietly. For the 
Money game (game 19 on page 87), 
the Sender places his/her coins in the 
piggy banks.

2. Sender Directs Receiver 
The Sender gives the Receiver directions 
to match the Sender’s arrangement 
of game pieces on the game board. 
Instructions may sound like: “Eighty-one 
cents is in the top middle piggy bank. 
Below eighty-one cents on the left is the 
piggy bank with thirty-eight cents…”

3. Partners Check
When finished, partners carefully set 
their game boards side by side to check 
for accuracy. “OK, it sounds like we 
have a match, let’s check.”

4. Praise and Plan
The Receiver praises the Sender for 
his/her instructions and they develop 
improvement strategies. “Great job de-
scribing your money layout. Next time, 
let’s check our addition carefully.”

5. Change Roles
The Receiver now becomes the Sender 
and the Sender becomes the Receiver. 
The pair plays again.

Getting Ready
Partners—one the Sender, the other the Receiver—sit on opposite sides of a barrier 
with identical game boards and game pieces.

STEPS
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Match Mine: Mathematics8

Why Play Match Mine?
The games in this book are specifically 
designed to build mathematical 
knowledge, skills and vocabulary. They 
are ideal for developing mathematical 
thinking and communication skills in 
a fun, game-like format. In addition, 
Match Mine yields many important 
learning benefits for students:
• Develops mathematical vocabulary
• Improves verbal communication
• Enhances ability to give directions
• Promotes active listening
• Nurtures cooperative skills
• Promotes role-taking ability
• Develops visual analysis
•  Increases spatial vocabulary  

(right, left, top, etc.)

Ways to Play
• Whole Class Activity
The whole class can play Match Mine 
at the same time. Each pair receives  
a Match Mine game set. 

• Learning Centre
Match Mine can be done at a centre. 
At a centre, you may have two of the 
same games set up to accommodate 
four students. At another centre,  
there may be different games. 

• Sponge Activity
Match Mine is a great activity  
students can play when they’ve  
finished their work. 

lntroduction
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Match Mine: Mathematics 9

What’s in this Book?

lntro Page
For each of the 30 games in this book, 
you will find an introduction page that 
shows the game board and game 
pieces, and lists related vocabulary. 
The vocabulary is either vocabulary the 
game develops or related vocabulary 
you may teach students before 
they play, so they practise using the 
mathematical vocabulary as they 
play. The Challenger is included to 
differentiate instruction, and make the 
game more challenging for older and/
or more skilled students. 

Game Board
Each of the 30 games has a unique 
game board. The game board is a  
reproducible page. Make one copy 
of the game board for each student 
playing (2 game boards per pair). 

Game Pieces
There is an identical set 
of game pieces for Partner A and 
Partner B. If they fit, the game pieces for 
both partners are on the same page. 
Otherwise, the game pieces are on two 
pages, one set per page. Make a copy 
of the game pieces so each student 
receives an identical set. Students cut 
out each game piece.

©2009 Hawker Brownlow Education • KA5638 Match Mine: Mathematics
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Money
19
GameGame Pieces — Partner A Cut out each set of coins.

Money

Game Pieces

Partner A places coin pieces on the piggy bank game board. Partner B cooperates with Partner A to make a match.

Instructional programs from prep to year twelve:Students should...•  solve problems that arise in mathematics and in other contexts.

Working Mathematically Standardnstructionall program

The Sender may not state 
the value of the coins, but instead must 

state the value subtracted from one dollar.  
For example, if the coins add up to $0.20, 
then the Sender might say, “I’m looking 

at the piece that is 80¢... .” 

Challenger

REPRODUCIBLE 
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Money 19
Game

Game Pieces — Partner A Cut out each set 
of coins.
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Match Mine: Mathematics10

Creating a Barrier 
A barrier is set up between each pair. 
The preferred barrier is a file folder 
barrier. To make a file folder barrier, 
you will need two file folders and a 
paperclip. Place the file folders back to 
back, and paperclip the top of the file 
folders together as illustrated. Next, 
open the file folders and spread out the 
bases so the barrier is self-standing. 
Instead of a paperclip, you can use 
staples or tape to keep the file folders 
together, but the paperclip doubles 
for a storage closure as described on 
page 14. 

Alternative Barriers
Any barrier will work as long as 
students can hear each other, but  
can’t see each other's game board  
or game pieces. Alternate barrier 
options include the following:
• Large book
• Binder
• Students sit back to back

Playing Tips
Sponge Activity
Pairs will finish at different rates. When 
they’re done, let them play a different 
Match Mine game or play the same 
game using a variation described on 
the following pages. 

Coloured Project Paper
Copy the game board and game 
pieces on different coloured paper. 
Project paper is preferable if available 
because it makes the game more 
durable for re-use. Having a different 
coloured game board and game 
pieces makes the game pieces easier 
to see. 

Laminate Games
For extra durability, laminate the game 
board and game pieces. Laminate the 
game pieces before they are cut out.

Model It
To introduce Match Mine to the class, 
model it using either an overhead 
projector or role play it.

Overhead Method: Provide each 
student with a game board and game 
pieces. Copy the game board onto a 
sheet of transparency film and copy 
the game pieces onto another sheet 
(preferably coloured film). 

With the projector turned off, first ar-
range your game pieces on your game 
board and then give directions to the 
class. Each student builds his/her own 
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